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Purpose 

Provide a conceptual foundation and techniques for creating clarity, including visioning 
and mobilization processes. 

Learning Objectives 

1. Increase the conceptual understanding of Creating Clarity and the interrelationship of
the six collaborative leadership practices.

2. Identify the skills and qualities associated with the collaborative leadership practice
of Creating Clarity.

3. Examine the concept of Creating Clarity as a practice of collaborative leadership

4. Experience or facilitate a shared visioning process.

5. Create a Personal Leaming Plan to increase competency in Creating Clarity using
outcomes of self-assessment and awareness of resources for extended learning.

Summary of Activities 

1. Welcome and Program Introduction .............................................................................. 3 

2. Introduction to Collaborative Leadership and the Six Practices .................................... 3 

3. Module Purpose and Objectives .................................................................................... 6 

4. Creating Clarity Skills: Self-Assessment ....................................................................... 7 

5. Conceptual Overview: What is Creating Clarity? ......................................................... 7 

6. A Shared Visioning Process ........................................................................................... 8 

7. Personal Leaming Plan ................................................................................................ 11 

Equipment and Supplies 

• LCD or overhead projector

• Chart paper

• Markers

• Sticky notes (3 x 5 size)

• Name tags (1 set in addition to standard workshop name tags)
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Collaborative Leadership 

Display Slide 1 as participants enter room. 

1. Welcome and Program Introduction

A. Review information contained on Slide 1.

1. Introduce yourself and any other facilitators.

2. Conduct a participant introduction activity.

Creating Clarity 

The Turning Point Leadership Development 

National Excellence Collaborative 

Vision: Collaborative leadership is used to its fullest potential to achieve 
policy and systems change that maximizes the public's health. 

Mission: Increase collaborative leadership capacity across sectors and at 
all levels. 

Other Turning Point National Excellence Collaboratives: 

• Modernize public heallh statutes 

• create accountable systems lo measure performance 

• Ulilize information technology 

• Invest in social marketing 

2. Introduction to Collaborative Leadership and the Six Practices

Learning Objective: Increase the conceptual understanding of Collaborative Leadership and the 
interrelationship among the six Collaborative Leadership practices. 

A. Review What is Collaborative Leadership?

(Slide 2).

Emphasize that "leadership" in this context
is a verb, not a noun. This definition 
presents leadership as a process shared 
by all the members of a group. 

B. Review What is a Collaborative Leader?

(Slide 3).

Emphasize that "leader" is a role that may
be shared among members of the group. 

TurniJll:.oint 

• The processes, activities, and

relationships in which a group and its

members engage in collaboration.

• Collaboration is defined as "exchanging

information and sharing or pooling

resources for mutual benefit to achieve

a common purpose."

VVhat is a Collaborative 

Leader? 

Someone who safeguards and 
promotes the collaborative 

process. 
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Collaborative Leadership Creating Clarity 

Six Practices of 

F. Review Six Practices of Collaborative
Leadership and how the six practices were
chosen (Slide 7), based on the information
from page 3 in Introduction and Overview.

• Identified by the Turning Point Leadership
Development National Excellence
Collaborative

• Research included:
- Literature reviews

- Individual interviews 

- Focus groups 

- Expert panel debates 

- Attendance at leadership development training
programs

G. Define and explain each practice (Slide 8,

Participant Guide, p. 1-2).
Six P-raC'tfra:,s of CellnlH.i::rativ-1.) l.N-1.df�r.'J.'.hip 

• (AE) Assessing the Environment:
Understanding the context for change
before you act.
o The capacity to recognize and

understand other perspectives.
o Facilitating connections and

identifying clear and beneficial
change for all participants.

o Setting priorities and identifying
barriers and obstacles.

@ 

<� 

o (CC) Creating Clarity: Defining shared values and engaging people in positive
action.
o Commitment to a cause that transcends the self.
o Recognition of a spiritual reality or imperative, ethical and moral standards

that provide guidance.
o Developing a shared vision based on common values.
o Helping people develop confidence to mobilize (take positive action).

• (BT) Building Trust and Safety: Creating safe places for developing shared
purpose and action.
o A two-way street-in order to build trust, you must be trustworthy.
o Necessary for open expression of ideas, questions, and raising doubts.
o To be successful this takes communication skills-those skills that enhance

trust and promote respect.
o A previous history of working together successfully in limited capacities

allows partners to develop trust and respect for one another.

Turni.Point 
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Collaborative leadership Creating Clarity 

4. Creating Clarity: Self-Assessment

learning Objective: Identify the skills and qualities associated with the Collaborative Leadership 

practice of Creating Clarity. 

A. Distribute Collaborative Leadership Creating Clarity: Self-Assessment Exercise
(Participant's Guide, p.4) and ask participants to complete it by reflecting on their
own skills related to Creating Clarity-defining shared values and engaging people.

B. Ask them to rate their Behavior Frequency for each item.

C. Tell them that they will use the information from self-assessment when completing a
learning plan at the end of the workshop.

D. Debrief by asking: "Based on what we've been discussing in this workshop, how does
this feedback (self-assessment) relate to being a collaborative leader?"

5. Conceptual Overview: What Is Creating Clarity?

learning Objective: Examine the concept of Creating Clarity as a practice of Collaborative 

Leadership. 

A. Review the definition of Creating
Clarity (Slide 10).

Emphasize that Creating Clarity 
involves, first, coming to agreement 
on the process that will be used to 
define the group's shared vision and 
plan of action. 

B. Read the following excerpt:

"Many communities begin their
visioning project by determining the
vision of the desired fi1ture. Others look
at where the community currently finds
itself[assessing the environment] before
identifying the desired fitture. Both
approaches have produced quality
results in visioning projects around the
countly. [Source: The Community Visioning
and Strategic Planning Handbook, National
Civic League, 2000.]

C. Review Vision and Visioning
Definitions, Participant's Guide,

p. 5.

D. In the collaborative leadership approach,
the "locus of the vision" is within the
group, not solely with one leader (Locus
of Vision, Slide 11 ).

Turni&oint 

Creating Clarity 

Definition•· Being clear about the goals, direction, and 
envisioned future of a community for a particular 
issue. 

Outcome - Committing to a cause that transcends tr,e 
self; recognizing ethical or moral standards that 
provide guidance. 

Hov, •· Integrating personal vision into a shared 
vision by finding common ground. 

Means•· Mobilizing people through a shared vision 
and positive action and sustaining the vision in 
diHicult times. 

Locus of Vision 
Traditional Leadership: 

Solitary, charismatic leader provides inspiring vision 

Persuades others to align in support of vision 

Motivates others to achieve the vision 

Collaborative Leadership: 
Shared vision leads to mutual understanding and commitment. 

Collaborative leaders: 

Provide inspiration 

Provide means for creating a shared vision 

Help stakeholders set the direction and move in that direction 
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Collaborative Leadership Creating Clarity 

Facilitator's note: If you are working with an advanced group that is divided into smaller working 
groups, circulate the room to determine when to change slides 12-16, or ask the small group facilitators 
to have their group members refer to their slide handouts 

F. Tell the group that coming to a working agreement on the process is a vital, but time
consuming step. Only for the purposes of this workshop should they forego this step.
Review Working Agreements (Slide 13) as an outline of the process you would
follow.

G. Review the Shared Visioning
Process, Slide 14.

H. Step 1. Develop a personal
vision and identify core values.

1. Explain that the development
of a personal vision is the
first step in creating a shared
vision. In this exercise they
are going to look at the
project from two
perspectives: the present and
the future. They will do this
from the perspective of the
role that they are playing.

Shared Visioning Process 

1. Develop personal vision of project.

2. Share visions in triads, refine and list common
themes.

3. Record common values/themes among visions
and post.

4. Group common themes, name groupings, check
for alignment.

5. Write vision statement.

!ld;pWJh.= L1rubp. CC'llal,.V".tll'C lL,:rlmJ�p Ne!&\:\.'\\;. JI lU\l•llU 

2. Read the following passage aloud slowly, giving participants time to reflect.
Invite participants to close their eyes, if desired.

"Imagine that you are at your job reading a report (Background Information, pp.
7-8) on the current status of ___ (name of simulated project). It contains data
and interviews about this issue. What thoughts occur to you? ... ..... How do you 
feel reading this report? ... ... . . .  What emotions come up for you as you think about 
what you have just read? ... ... . . . . . What images come to mind? ... ..... Now, picture a 
helicopter landing in front of you and you are boarding the helicopter ..... now it 
rises through the clouds and fog ... . . .  and eventually returns to the same spot. 
Imagine that you are disembarking. It is the same spot in the same community, 
but something has changed ... . . .  as you look around it is apparent that several 
years have passed. Another status report is on your desk about __ (name of 
simulated issue). It glowingly describes all the changes that have taken place. 
What are these changes?" 

3. Ask participants to tum to Personal Vision Notes, Participant's Guide, p. 9, and
silently jot down notes and/or pictures of the changes they see.

4. Divide group into triads.

5. Ask participants to share their role-played personal visions in triads.

6. Have listeners look for aspects that support or enhance their own vision. Listeners
can ask clarifying questions, but should not critique another's vision.

7. Have participants continue to share their visions for 2-3 more rounds as they
incorporate ideas from others at the end of each round.

Turni.Point 
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Collaborative Leadership Creating Clarity 

• The visioning process moves through three phases: generative ( opening), to
evaluative (narrowing), to alignment or agreement ( closing).

• During any group process, including creating a shared vision, conflict or
misunderstandings may arise. Collaborative leaders are best prepared to handle
such issues by becoming skilled in conflict management, group dynamics, and
communication skills.

L. Review Creating Clarity Framework (Slide 16).
• Explain that successful

community or organizational
improvement does not happen

by chance. Effective leaders
know they need to establish a
viable structure and a
systematic process for
visioning and mobilizing.

Creating Clarity Framework 

Facilitator's note: For advanced groups, 
debrief in tenns of the participants' role as 
a collaborative leader. How did each small 
group approach the task? How well did 
the process go for them? Were there any 
surprises? How will they apply this 
experience to their work? 

Environmental 
assessment 

Develop Action Teams 

Develop Action Plans 

Implement Plans 

Evaluate 

7. Develop a Personal Learning Plan: Creating Clarity

Shared vision 

Common values 

Learning Objective: Increase competency in Creating Clarity using outcomes of self-assessment 

and awareness of resources for extended learning. 

Say: "Collaborative Leadership development is a personal growth process involving 

a change in mindset and habits. And there are proven methods for making these 
kinds of changes. " 

A. Display and review Slide 17

Methods for Change. Say, "Also,

there are resources to support you
on your journey."

B. Refer to and review Readings and
Resources, Participant's Guide, p.

11-12.

C. Describe learning resources on
collaborative leadership Web site
(www.collaborativeleadership.org).

D. Refer participants to Personal

Learning Plan, Participant's

Guide, p. 13. Ask participants to

Methods for Change 

• Exposure to different ideas

• Exposure to different cultures

• Experience/Practice

• Selfreflection (e.g., logs,journals)

• Mentoring/Coaching

360 Assessment, shad°'ving 

• Peer suppo1t

review their self-assessment Behavior Frequency score to set learning goals and
plan for achieving them.
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